We present a brief overview of black hole spacetimes admitting Killing-Yano tensors. In vacuum these include Kerr-NUT-(A)dS metrics and certain black brane solutions. In the presence of matter fields, (conformal) KillingYano symmetries are known to exist for the Plebanski-Demianski solution and (trivially) for any spacetime with spherical symmetry. Special attention is devoted to generalized Killing-Yano tensors of black holes in minimal gauged supergravity. Several aspects directly related to the existence of Killing-Yano tensors-such as the KerrSchild form, algebraic type of spacetimes, and separability of field equations-are also briefly discussed.
Introduction
It is now more than forty years since hidden symmetries have been recognized to play an important role in black hole physics. The foundation of the subject dates back to 1968 and the seminal paper of Brandon Carter [1] who discovered a mysterious and unexpected constant of motion for geodesic trajectories in the rotating black hole spacetime of the Kerr geometry [2] . In the following years it was recognized that the Carter's constant can be traced to the existence of hidden symmetries described by the Killing [3, 4] and Killing-Yano (KY) tensors [5] [6] [7] . Subsequent studies have also shown that these symmetries are deeply connected with complete integrability of geodesics motion, separability of fundamental field equations and corresponding symmetry operators, various conserved quantities, worldline supersymmetry of spinning particles, and many other exceptional properties of the Kerr, and, more generally, Kerr-NUT-(A)dS [8, 9] spacetimes (for recent review see [10] ).
With motivations from string theory and braneworld scenarios, hidden symmetries and spacetimes with hidden symmetries were recently studied in higher dimensions. It turns out, that vacuum (including a cosmological constant) spacetimes admitting KY tensors include physically interesting geometries such as the most general known higher-dimensional Kerr-NUT-(A)dS metrics [11] . As a consequence, the properties of these (spherical) black holes are very similar to the properties of their four-dimensional counterparts [10, 12, 13] . Another class of spacetimes which possesses hidden symmetries is a class of black branes where the KY symmetry is inherited from the black hole base space. On the other hand, the existence of a non-degenerate CKY 2-form restricts the spacetime to a special algebraic type D [14] . This implies that (non-degenerate) KY tensors cannot exist for 5D non-spherical black holes, such as black rings or black saturns. An interesting question is whether hidden symmetries can be found for black holes in the presence of matter fields, such as Kaluza-Klein black holes or black holes of various supergravities. Although (conformal) Killing tensors are known for a wide class of supergravity black holes, see, e.g., [15] and references therein, this is not the case for KY tensors. An example of spacetime admitting a KY symmetry is the Kerr-Newman black hole, which may be viewed as a solution of D = 4 supergravity. A proper generalization of this symmetry was recently found for black holes of D = 5 minimal gauged supergravity. For black holes of other supergravities KY tensors are (if they exist) yet to be discovered.
In this paper, we try to briefly overview the picture of recent progress in the field of hidden symmetries. As (at least for the vacuum case) there exist several extended reviews on the subject, see, e.g, [10, 12, 13] , we mainly concentrate on two things: i) we overview black hole spacetimes for which hidden symmetries are known to exist ii) we summarize certain aspects related to generalized KY tensors in minimal gauged supergravity. Throughout the paper we follow notations of [10] .
2. Vacuum spacetimes with hidden symmetries
Black holes
In vacuum D-dimensional (rotating) black hole spacetimes the central hidden symmetry is associated with a closed conformal Killing-Yano (CCKY) 2-form [16, 17] , which is a special case of a conformal Killing-Yano (CKY) tensor introduced by Kashiwada and Tachibana [18, 19] . The CKY tensor k of rank p is a p-form which for any vector field X obeys (the Hodge star invariant) equation
If the first term on the r.h.s. vanishes one has a CCKY tensor. The vanishing of the second term means that one is dealing with a KY tensor. These 'dual' special cases (the Hodge star transforms a CCKY tensor into a KY tensor and vice versa) are of particular importance. They give rise to Killing tensors and associated conserved quantities. Moreover, the CCKY tensors form an algebra with respect to the wedge product; a wedge product of two CCKY tensors is again a CCKY tensor [20] .
The most general metric element admitting a CCKY 2-form h,
was constructed by Houri et al. [21, 22] . Depending on the character of eigenvalues of h 2 , such a metric consists of three parts: i) a 'canonical Kerr-NUT-(A)dS spacetime' [23, 24] which corresponds to functionally independent eigenvalues ii) the (unspecified) Kähler manifolds-corresponding to nonzero constant eigenvalues and iii) an 'arbitrary metric' on a space of zero eigenvalue. Specifically, when all the eigenvalues are functionally independent h was called a principal conformal Killing-Yano (PCKY) tensor [16, 17, 20] and the metric possesses many interesting properties. Namely, since the PCKY tensor is completely nondegenerate, one can extract from it a sufficient number of explicit and hidden symmetries [20] which ensure complete integrability of geodesic motion [25] [26] [27] , separability of the Hamilton-Jacobi [28] , KleinGordon [28, 29] , Dirac [30] [31] [32] , and stationary string [33] equations, as well as separability of certain gravitational [34, 35] perturbations. The metric is of the algebraic type D [36] . The problem of parallel transport reduces to a set of first order differential equations [37, 38] . When the vacuum Einstein equations are imposed the metric describes the most general known Kerr-NUT-(A)dS black hole spacetime [11] . Performing a certain limit in which the PCKY tensor becomes completely degenerate one can obtain [39] the most general known Einstein-Kähler and Einstein-Sasaki manifolds [11, 40] . The (Wick-rotated) metric g, together with its PCKY tensor h = db, can be written in the following multi Kerr-Schild form [41] 
where parameters b µ stand for mass and NUT charges, and the (A)dS metric g (A)dS is written as
a The expressions for g and h in the so called Darboux basis can be found, e.g., in reviews [10, 12, 13] .
Parameter c n is proportional to the cosmological constant, other parameters c k , c are related to rotations; metric functions X µ (x µ ) are linear in all of them. Forms l µ and l 0 are nonzero(zero)-eigenvalue eigenforms of h and correspond to principal null directions (WANDs) of the metric [12, 14, 24, 36] . The expression (3) nicely demonstrates the connection between the existence of the PCKY tensor and the form of the corresponding Kerr-Schild structure. (For a more general discussion on higher-dimensional Kerr-Schild spacetimes see [42] ).
Black branes
Another class of higher-dimensional spacetimes which possess KY symmetries and do not necessary fall into the class described above are black branes with the base that allows a KY tensor. Let g B be a (black hole) base space admitting a KY tensor f (CKY is not enough). Then, a p-brane
possesses the same KY tensor f (now understood as a higher-dimensional one). An obvious example of this is a Kerr-string which inherits a KY 2-form from the Kerr spacetime. Slightly more generally, let g B be a base space admitting a KY q-form f B , then g(
In particular, a product spacetime inherits all the KY tensors of individual constituents. See also metric (6) below.
Non-vacuum spacetimes with hidden symmetries
As mentioned in the introduction, there are only few known examples of non-vacuum black hole spacetimes admitting (conformal) KY symmetries. In 4D the most important of them is a (7-parametric) family of type D solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell equations obtained by Plebanski and Demianski [43] . Among others, this metric element describes the Kerr-Newman black hole, the various generalizations of the C-metric, or even the, recently discovered, black hole spacetimes with a conformally coupled scalar field [44, 45] . The metric admits a CKY 2-form, which becomes a KY 2-form when the 'acceleration' parameter is removed.
b Explicit expressions for the (conformal) KY tensors of the general metric and its various subclasses can be found in [46] . Another example of spacetime admitting CKY 2-form is a dilatonic C-metric obtained recently by a KK-reduction of single spinning black ring [47] .
Different class admitting KY symmetries are spherically symmetric spacetimes. KY tensors there are 'inherited from the sphere'. Namely, a 'generalized' spherically symmetric spacetime
where dω 
possesses the following (i = 1, . . . , d − 1) KY tensors of decreasing rank:
In particular, this applies to spherically symmetric black holes of a-model [49] , or to charged black strings (see, e.g., [50] and references therein).
b In fact, after the acceleration is removed, the metric element attains a form of the four-dimensional canonical Kerr-NUT-(A)dS spacetime described in Sec. 2. Such an element was already obtained by Carter in 1968 [9] as the most general metric admitting separability of the Hamilton-Jacobi and Klein-Gordon equations. c It should be stressed that tensors f
are not the only KY forms on a unit sphere. In fact, S d admits a maximum possible number,
, of independent KY tensors of each rank p, which coincide with the coclosed minimal eigenvalue eigenforms of the Laplace operator [48] .
Generalized KY symmetries: Black hole of minimal gauged supergravity
When dealing with CKY symmetries defined by Eq. (1), there is an important limitation which restricts the spacetime to a spacetime of special algebraic type. Namely, a spacetime admitting a (non-degenerate) CKY 2-form must be of the special algebraic type D [14, [51] [52] [53] . Such a restriction a priori excludes most of the black holes with matter fields, such as those of various supergravities. On the other hand, some of these black holes are known to admit Killing tensors and allow separability of the Hamilton-Jacobi and Klein-Gordon equations, see, e.g., [15] and references therein. An interesting question is whether it is possible to generalize the concept of KY symmetries for these solutions, while preserving most of its fundamental physical properties and implications. The following example demonstrates that a natural generalization exists for a black hole of minimal gauged supergravity.
It was shown by Wu [54] that the most general known black hole solution of D = 5 minimal gauged supergravity [55] (which is a solution of the Einstein-Maxwell theory with a specific Chern-Simons coupling) admits a generalized PCKY 2-form h. Such a 2-form obeys a modified Eq. (2), where an additional term, proportional to the electromagnetic flux * F , is present [54, 56] ,
This generalization can be naturally described [56] by the original Eq. (2) if all the derivatives therein are understood as in the presence of a torsion field T = * F / √ 3. Such a torsion is 'harmonic', δ
due to the Maxwell's equations, and the identification has many appealing features. CKY tensors in the presence of torsion preserve most of the properties of 'standard' CKY tensors. In particular, the generalized PCKY tensor h generates a Killing tensor and implies the existence of symmetry operators for the Hamilton-Jacobi, Klein-Gordon, and torsion-modified Dirac equations. In the background [55] these equations and their charged versions were separated in [54, 57, 58] , stationary string equations for equal angular momenta were separated in [59] . The (Wick-rotated) metric g and the electromagnetic flux F = dA are given by [55, 56, 60] 
where
The generalized PCKY tensor h in this background is closed and can be generated from a potential, h = db, with b = − 1 2 (x + y)dt + xydφ . The metric is of type I i and the eigenvectors of h are principal null directions. Similar to the vacuum case, all the Killing fields can be 'derived' from the knowledge of h
Here,
, is a Killing tensor associated with h. The construction (12) is a 'natural' generalization of the construction known from vacuum [20] and underlines the following uniqueness result [61] : the spacetime (10)- (11) is the most general spacetime with 'harmonic' torsion field which admits a closed generalized PCKY tensor.
The motion of charged test particles is governed by the charged Hamilton-Jacobi equation
The separability of this equation in the background (10) follows from the separability of the complex Klein-Gordon field [58] and the geometric optics approximation. This results in the following formula for the particle's momentum p (obeyingṗ a = eF ab p b ):
where σ x , σ y = ± are independent signs,
the parameters E, Φ, Ψ are separation constants corresponding to the Killing fields (12) , and κ 1 is a separation constant associated with the Killing tensor K. Let us finally mention that metric (10) can be cast in a certain 'generalized' Kerr-Schild form [62] . This form is, however, fundamentally different to (3); in addition to standard Kerr-Schild terms (proportional to the squares of principal null directions) there appear additional cross terms of principal null directions with extra space-like vector.
